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Abstract
Two-dimensional finite element simulations and experiments are presented to examine the ultrasonic wave propagation behavior in the corner section of CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastics) laminate structures. The numerical model consists of a right-angle corner section of CFRP laminate immersed in water and subjected to the ultrasonic wave incidence from its inner or outer side. The anisotropic stiffness constants of the unidirectional CFRP are identified experimentally and used to model the curved laminate structure. A commercial finite element analysis code is used to compute the reflection waveforms in the pulse-echo mode, and the effect of the laminate stacking sequence and the wave incidence direction is examined. It is shown that the reflection waveforms for the wave incidence from the outer side of the corner qualitatively resemble those for the plane laminate except that the echo signals of the former are substantially weaker. The numerical simulations are shown to well reproduce the qualitative features of experimental reflection measurements performed for the corner sections of 16-ply CFRP laminate. Experimental results indicate that the porosity content of the corner section can be estimated by the amplitude ratio of the surface and the back-wall echoes when a curvature-dependent calibration relation is properly used.
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1. Introduction

Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) have several advantages over traditional metallic structural materials such as high stiffness-to-weight and strength-to-weight ratios. Increased applications of these composite materials, e.g. in aircraft structures, highlight the importance of nondestructive testing to ensure their structural integrity. Available techniques include the use of ultrasonic waves to detect and size different types of defects introduced during manufacturing processes. While delamination-type defects are explicitly visualized by ultrasonic echoes [1-4], distributions of minute pores, called porosity, need to be evaluated via overall changes in ultrasonic wave propagation characteristics. Foregoing studies have revealed that the porosity content of composites can be evaluated by measuring the attenuation of ultrasonic waves [5-12]. In practice, some threshold levels are preset for the height of ultrasonic echoes for each composite component to judge the porosity level on an empirical basis. For composite components with complex geometries such as corner parts or variable-thickness components, however, the feasibility of such methodologies is not a trivial issue as the wave propagation behavior becomes quite complicated.

In clarifying the ultrasonic wave propagation behavior in composite components with complex geometries and in establishing appropriate testing techniques, numerical simulations are expected to play a significant role. For example, Deydier et al. [13] used a ray-theory approach to predict ultrasonic wave propagation in a CFRP laminate of tapered thickness and found reasonable agreement with experiments. This technique was further elaborated by Journiac et al. [14] to analyze ultrasonic signals transmitted through a curved composite part. Recently, Dominguez et al. [15] and Xu and Zhou [16] used a finite difference technique to numerically simulate ultrasonic testing of curved composite parts by an array probe. The finite element method has also been used to analyze ultrasonic waves in anisotropic solids, e.g. [17-20]. Currently, a number of fully developed finite element codes are commercially available for numerical simulation of a variety of ultrasonic testing configurations, e.g. [21-23]. For modeling the wave propagation in curved composite laminate structures, however, one needs to account for the spatially distributed anisotropic stiffness constants over the stacking direction as well as along the curvature of the laminate structure. As a consequence, there still remain a number of issues to be clarified from a fundamental point of view regarding ultrasonic wave propagation in curved composite laminate structures.

In this paper, numerical simulations and experiments are presented to elucidate the ultrasonic wave propagation behavior in the corner section of composite laminate structures. In Section 2, the computational model for a composite corner section immersed in water is described. The anisotropic elastic constants of the unidirectional CFRP necessary for the numerical modeling are identified experimentally. The two-dimensional plane-strain elastic wave propagation in the corner section is numerically simulated by a commercial finite element analysis code. Numerical results are shown in Section 3 to demonstrate the effect of the laminate stacking sequence and the wave incidence direction on the wave propagation behavior and the reflection waveform. Corresponding experimental reflection measurements are described in Section 4. Experimental results are then qualitatively compared with the numerical simulations described in Section 5. In Section 5, experimental results are also shown regarding the effect of porosity content on the reflection waveform of the corner section of composite laminates.
2. Numerical analysis
2.1 Anisotropic elastic constants of unidirectional composite

In order to obtain the anisotropic elastic constants of unidirectional carbon/epoxy composite for numerical analysis, a plate specimen of 24-ply unidirectional carbon/epoxy composite laminate was fabricated using the same prepregs (Toho Tenax UTS50/135 UD) as used to manufacture the corner specimens discussed later. The thickness of the specimen was 4.53 mm and the other dimensions were 100 mm and 120 mm. The specimen was immersed in water and subjected to an ultrasonic pulse from different directions using a non-focusing immersion probe with nominal center frequency of 2.25 MHz. Many investigators [24-29] have reported on the evaluation of anisotropic elastic constants of composites using ultrasonic waves. In this study, the double through-transmission technique [29] was used to obtain the phase velocity of the quasi-longitudinal and two quasi-transverse waves in different propagation directions. Assuming the specimen to be a homogeneous, orthotropic and linearly elastic material, its nine independent elastic constants were determined by the nonlinear least-square method which minimized the sum of the squared errors between the measured phase velocities and those predicted by Christoffel’s equations, c.f. [30]. As a result, the following stress-strain relation was identified for the unidirectional CFRP,

![Fig. 1 A unidirectional CFRP layer. (a) when the fiber direction is along the y axis and (b) when the fiber direction is rotated from the y axis by angle \( \theta \) and (c) a corner section of CFRP laminated structure.](image)
(\sigma_x) \begin{pmatrix} \sigma_y \\ \sigma_z \\ \tau_{yx} \\ \tau_{xy} \end{pmatrix} = [C^0] \begin{pmatrix} \varepsilon_x \\ \varepsilon_y \\ \varepsilon_z \\ \gamma_{yx} \\ \gamma_{zx} \\ \gamma_{xy} \end{pmatrix}, [C^0] = \begin{bmatrix} 13.4 & 6.84 & 7.00 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 6.84 & 120 & 7.65 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 7.00 & 7.65 & 13.5 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 4.88 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 3.11 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 4.99 \end{bmatrix} \text{ (in GPa).} \tag{1}

In Eq. (1), the x axis is taken along the thickness direction and the y axis along the fiber direction for the convenience of the present modeling as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The mass density of the CFRP was measured as $1.54 \times 10^3$ kg/m$^3$. It is noted that viscoelastic properties of unidirectional CFRP are not accounted for in the present analysis.

The stiffness matrix $[C^0]$ in Eq. (1) is given with respect to the $xyz$ coordinate system when the fiber direction is along the y axis. When the fiber direction is rotated with respect to the x axis by an angle $\theta$ as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the stiffness components in the $xyz$ system can be obtained by the transformation rule for a fourth-order tensor as

$$C^0_{ijkl} = P_{in}P_{jm}P_{ks}P_{lt}C^0_{mnts},$$ \tag{2}

where $C^0_{mnts}$ are the components of the stiffness tensor corresponding to the matrix $[C^0]$, and $P_{in}$ are the direction cosines between the fiber direction and the y axis. Note that the summation convention is used in Eq. (2). In the matrix representation the direction cosines are given by

$$[P] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos \theta & \sin \theta \\ 0 & -\sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix}. \tag{3}

2.2 Modeling of corner section of CFRP structure

In accordance with the experiments described below, the CFRP laminate structure is assumed to have a right-angle corner with 3 mm inner radius and 3 mm thickness. Two types of stacking sequences are considered, namely, the 16-ply unidirectional laminate $[0]_{16}$ and the 16-ply quasi-isotropic laminate $[45/0/-45/90]_2S$. For both types of laminates, each unidirectional ply is modeled as a homogeneous orthotropic solid whose anisotropic elastic constants are identified above. The fiber direction, however, changes continuously along the curvature of the structure. The present analysis assumes that the plies are directly bonded to each other: the effects of interlayer resin-rich regions are not taken into account.

For the corner section of the laminate structure, the local $xyz$ coordinate system is taken as shown in Fig. 1 (c) with the x axis in the thickness direction and the y axis along the curvature of the corner. With respect to this local system, the stiffness components are given by Eq. (2). For the unidirectional laminate $[0]_{16}$ the fiber direction is everywhere oriented along the corner, i.e., $\theta = 0$, and for the quasi-isotropic laminate $[45/0/-45/90]_2S$ the angle $\theta$ takes either $\pi/4$, 0, $-\pi/4$ or $\pi/2$ in each ply. The stiffness components $C^{XYZ}_{ijkl}$ at each material point with respect to the global XYZ system can be obtained from the stiffness components $C^{XYZ}_{ijkl}$ with respect to the local $xyz$ system using the transformation rule, i.e.,

$$C^{XYZ}_{ijkl} = R_{in}R_{jm}R_{ks}R_{lt}C^{xyz}_{mnts}, \tag{4}$$

2.2 Modeling of corner section of CFRP structure

In accordance with the experiments described below, the CFRP laminate structure is assumed to have a right-angle corner with 3 mm inner radius and 3 mm thickness. Two types of stacking sequences are considered, namely, the 16-ply unidirectional laminate $[0]_{16}$ and the 16-ply quasi-isotropic laminate $[45/0/-45/90]_2S$. For both types of laminates, each unidirectional ply is modeled as a homogeneous orthotropic solid whose anisotropic elastic constants are identified above. The fiber direction, however, changes continuously along the curvature of the structure. The present analysis assumes that the plies are directly bonded to each other: the effects of interlayer resin-rich regions are not taken into account.

For the corner section of the laminate structure, the local $xyz$ coordinate system is taken as shown in Fig. 1 (c) with the x axis in the thickness direction and the y axis along the curvature of the corner. With respect to this local system, the stiffness components are given by Eq. (2). For the unidirectional laminate $[0]_{16}$ the fiber direction is everywhere oriented along the corner, i.e., $\theta = 0$, and for the quasi-isotropic laminate $[45/0/-45/90]_2S$ the angle $\theta$ takes either $\pi/4$, 0, $-\pi/4$ or $\pi/2$ in each ply. The stiffness components $C^{XYZ}_{ijkl}$ at each material point with respect to the global XYZ system can be obtained from the stiffness components $C^{xyz}_{ijkl}$ with respect to the local $xyz$ system using the transformation rule, i.e.,

$$C^{XYZ}_{ijkl} = R_{in}R_{jm}R_{ks}R_{lt}C^{xyz}_{mnts}, \tag{4}$$
where \( R_{im} \) are the direction cosines given in the matrix form by

\[
[R] = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \alpha & \sin \alpha & 0 \\
-\sin \alpha & \cos \alpha & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

as a function of the angular variable \( \alpha \) giving the position along the corner as shown in Fig. 1 (c), where \( \pi/4 < \alpha < 3\pi/4 \).

2.3 Wave propagation analysis

A commercial finite element analysis code MSC Marc (MSC Software Corporation) is used to simulate the ultrasonic wave propagation in the corner section of CFRP structure immersed in water. The wave propagation is analyzed as a two-dimensional plane-strain problem in the XY plane. Accounting for the symmetry of the structure and the wave field of interest, the right half of the structure shown in Fig. 2 (a) is modeled with 329,307 elements including four- and three-node isoparametric elements. Local elastic properties of CFRP structure are modeled in the manner described in the previous section. The water is modeled as an elastic solid with mass density 998 kg/m³, bulk modulus 2.19 GPa and null shear modulus.

In order to model the wave incidence from both inner and outer sides of the corner, the normal stress distribution is prescribed on a part of the top or the bottom boundary of the computational
model. This part with the prescribed stress is referred to as the excitation boundary hereafter, and its half-width is 6.35 mm as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The wave excitation by a non-focusing flat transducer element of the center frequency of 2.25 MHz is simulated by assuming

\[ \sigma_y(t) = \sigma_0 \exp \left\{ -\frac{(t - t_0)^2}{\tau_0^2} \right\} \cos \{2\pi f_0(t - t_0)\}, \tag{6} \]

where \( f_0 = 2.25 \) (MHz), \( t_0 = 1 \) (\( \mu \)s) and \( \tau_0 = 0.32 \) (\( \mu \)s). In order to simulate the acquisition of the reflected signal by the same transducer element, the subsequent time history of the normal particle velocity is averaged over the excitation boundary. The particle velocity accompanying the prescribed stress waveform of Eq. (6) is also averaged over the excitation boundary, and its peak value is used as the amplitude of the incident wave. In the results shown below, the reflection waveforms are normalized by this incident wave amplitude. The amplitude parameter \( \sigma_0 \) in Eq. (6) can then be set arbitrarily as it merely plays a magnification factor due to the linearity of the analysis. The time integration is carried out in an implicit manner using the Newmark-\( \beta \) method with the time step of 10 ns.

For comparison, the wave propagation is also analyzed in a similar manner for a plane laminate structure of the same thickness as modeled in Fig. 2 (b), assuming the unidirectional laminate \([0]_{16}\)

---

**Fig. 3** Snapshots of wave propagation for the plane laminate model.
and the quasi-isotropic laminate \([45/0/-45/90]_{2S}\). Since the stacking sequence is symmetric with respect to the mid-plane for both types of laminates, only the wave incidence from the bottom boundary is analyzed. For this plane laminate model, the distance between the excitation boundary and the surface of the laminate is the same (6.75 mm) as the corresponding distances for the corner model along the beam axis of the incident ultrasound. For the two models in Fig. 2, the left edge is treated as a symmetric boundary, and the other edges are assumed traction-free except that non-zero normal stress is prescribed as a function of time as given in Eq. (6) on the excitation boundary. The wave reflections from these artificial edges give no significant influence on the signal waveforms discussed below.

3. Numerical results

3.1 Plane laminate

Numerical results are first presented for the wave incidence in the normal direction to the plane laminate. In Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the distributions of the particle velocity magnitude at different elapsed times are shown for the plane unidirectional laminate and the plane quasi-isotropic laminate, respectively. The magnitude of the particle velocity is normalized by the incident wave amplitude as...
explained in the previous section. In Fig. 3, the emitted ultrasonic wave appears to propagate in water and in the laminate essentially as a plane wave. The reflection waveforms for the two types of laminates are shown in Fig. 4 (a), where the surface echo (at about 10 µs), the first back-wall echo (at about 12 µs) and the second back-wall echo (at about 14 µs) are clearly recognized for both laminates. It is also found in Fig. 4 (a) that the signals for both laminates are almost identical. This is a natural consequence since all plies have the same longitudinal wave velocity and acoustic impedance in the thickness direction.

3.2 Corner section for the wave incidence from the inner side

In Fig. 5 (a) and (b), the snapshots of the particle velocity magnitude at different elapsed times are shown in the case where the wave is incident from the inner side of the corner section. As shown in Fig. 5, the wave first encounters the structure at its plane surface and the refracted wave propagates towards the corner. The wave reflected from the corner tends to focus at a point in water and spreads again before it arrives back at the excitation boundary.

The reflection waveforms are shown in Fig. 4 (b) for both types of laminates. Due to the wave propagation behavior seen in the snapshots of Fig. 5, the waveforms reflect the material properties of a wide area of the structure in a more complex manner as compared to the case of plane laminates.

Fig. 5 Snapshots of wave propagation for the corner model when the wave is incident from the inner side.
For the unidirectional laminate shown in Fig. 4 (b), the surface echo can be seen at about 10 $\mu$s, but at about 12 $\mu$s, a direct back-wall echo along the beam axis and an echo which has refracted and traveled along the corner are both present. For the quasi-isotropic laminate, the waveform is even more complex as it contains reflection from interlayer interfaces, and the back-wall echo cannot be distinguished clearly. These results show that the stacking sequence of the laminate has a remarkable effect on the reflection waveform when the corner section is probed from its inner side. Furthermore, the reflection signals are significantly weak as compared to those of the plane laminates.

3.3 Corner section for the wave incidence from the outer side

The snapshots of wave propagation in the case of wave incidence from the outer side of the corner section are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). In this case, the wave is reflected in a wide angle at the surface and the back-wall of the corner section. The refracted component of the wave propagates along the laminate structure and does not travel back to the excitation boundary. Therefore, the reflection waveform mainly bears information of material properties of a relatively narrow area along the ultrasonic beam axis.

The corresponding reflection waveforms are shown in Fig. 4 (c) for the unidirectional and

Fig. 6 Snapshots of wave propagation for the corner model when the wave is incident from the outer side.
quasi-isotropic laminates. At a glance, the waveforms resemble those for the plane laminates shown in Fig. 4 (a) with the surface and back-wall echoes being clearly distinguishable. The echoes in Fig. 4 (c) are, however, significantly weak as compared to those in Fig. 4 (a). This is due to the difference in the reflected wave fields in the two cases. Namely, the corner section produces a cylindrical wave front (Fig. 6), while the plane laminate makes a nearly plane wave front (Fig. 3). Consequently, less energy will propagate back to the excitation boundary from the corner section. Furthermore, the phase of the reflected wave from the corner section is not constant along the excitation boundary, which results in a smaller signal when the particle velocity is spatially averaged.

As seen in Fig. 4 (c), the reflection waveforms are almost independent of the stacking sequence. This is a feature also seen for the plane laminates in Fig. 4 (a). It is mainly due to the fact that the echoes from interlayer interfaces in the quasi-isotropic laminate rarely propagate back to the incidence direction due to the curvature of the structure.

4. Experiments

CFRP laminate specimens having a right-angle corner section were manufactured using the same prepregs as described in Section 2.1. The corner section of each specimen has nominal inner radius 3 mm and thickness 3 mm. The measured dimensions of the specimens are shown in Fig. 7. Specimens were fabricated with two kinds of stacking sequence as modeled above, i.e. the unidirectional
laminate $[0]_6$ and the quasi-isotropic laminate $[45/0/-45/90]_{2S}$. These specimens are nominally porosity-free, and referred to as normal specimens in the following discussions.

In addition to the above normal specimens, similar specimens having different levels of porosity were also fabricated by reducing the applied pressure intentionally in the curing process. The porosity contents of these specimens were estimated as an area ratio of pores on the optical micrograph of their side surfaces. The measured thicknesses and the evaluated porosity contents at their corner section and at their plane section are shown in Table 1. Figure 8 show optical micrographs of the side surfaces of (a) the normal specimen and (b) the specimen with porosity content 1.6 % of quasi-isotropic laminates.

Ultrasonic reflection measurements were carried out for the plane section as well as for the corner section of the specimens described above. Each specimen was immersed in water as schematically shown in Fig. 9 and supported by aluminum blocks when it was necessary to face the plane surface or the inner side of the corner to the emitting/receiving ultrasonic probe, which was a non-focusing type described in Section 2.1 with nominal center frequency of 2.25 MHz. The probe was set in a special holder to keep the incidence direction perpendicular to the specimen surfaces and the distance at 6.75 mm nominally. The probe was excited by a spike signal to emit a broadband longitudinal wave to the specimen, and the reflected wave was recorded by the same probe and stored in a personal computer via a digital oscilloscope after averaged for 128 waveforms.

5. Experimental results and discussion
5.1 Reflection waveforms for normal specimens

The recorded reflection waveforms for the normal specimens are shown in Fig. 10 (a) for the case when the wave is incident on the plane section in the perpendicular direction, and in Fig. 10 (b) and (c) when the wave is incident on the corner section from its inner and outer sides, respectively. In Fig. 10 (a)-(c), the measured waveforms are shown for the unidirectional laminate and the quasi-isotropic laminate.
In the reflection waveforms for the plane section (Fig. 10 (a)), the surface, the first back-wall and the second back-wall echoes are clearly seen at about 10, 12 and 14 \( \mu s \), respectively. Two waveforms in Fig. 10 (a) are almost identical in spite of the difference in the stacking sequence, although there is a slight delay of the back-wall echoes in the waveform for the quasi-isotropic structure. A qualitatively similar trend can be seen in the reflection waveforms for the corner section when the wave is incident from the outer side (Fig. 10 (c)), which have clearly distinguishable surface and first back-wall echoes independent of the stacking sequence. The reflection signals in Fig. 10 (c) are significantly weak compared to those in Fig. 10 (a). In contrast, the reflection waveforms of the corner section for the wave incidence from the inner side (Fig. 10 (b)) show remarkable difference between the two laminate structures. In Fig. 10 (b), the waveform for the unidirectional laminate has a clear surface echo but the first and second back-wall echoes are not clearly separated. The waveform for the quasi-isotropic laminate shows a complicated signal following the surface echo, which makes the back-wall echoes hardly recognizable.

Qualitatively, the above features seen in the measured reflection waveforms for the plane and the
corner sections are well reproduced by the numerical simulations described in Section 3. Due to the two-dimensional nature of the simulations, the quantitative comparison between the analysis and experiments is beyond the scope of the present study. Furthermore, the experimental results contain the influence of ultrasonic wave attenuation in CFRP due to its viscoelastic properties [26] which are
neglected in the numerical simulations. From the numerical simulations and experiments, however, it is shown that the corner section of CFRP laminate can be probed from the outer side to obtain clearly recognizable surface and back-wall echoes, whose arrival times and amplitudes are expected to reflect the local material characteristics. As an example, the effect of porosity on the reflection waveforms for the corner sections is discussed in the following section.

5.2 Reflection waveforms for the specimens with porosity

The recorded reflection waveforms for the plane sections with different porosity contents are shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) for the unidirectional and quasi-isotropic laminates, respectively. The waveforms for the normal specimens are also shown for comparison. In Fig. 11 (a) and (b), it is clearly seen that the first back-wall echoes are delayed and more attenuated with increasing porosity content. The corresponding waveforms for the corner sections are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for the wave incidence from the inner and outer sides, respectively. For the wave incidence from the inner side (Fig. 12), it is not easy to observe a systematic effect of the porosity content on the reflection waveforms. In contrast, for the wave incidence from the outer side (Fig. 13), delay and amplitude reduction of the first back-wall echoes due to porosity can be found clearly.

The above results indicate that the porosity content of the corner sections can be probed in a similar manner to the plane sections when the ultrasound is incident from the outer side. In order to examine this further, the time difference of the surface and the first back-wall echoes was obtained for different locations of each specimen by the zero-crossing method to roughly estimate the wave velocity in the thickness direction. The resulting relation between the estimated wave velocity and the porosity content is shown in Fig. 14. For the plane sections, the wave velocity decreases as the
porosity content increases. The results for the corner sections show a similar trend to those for the plane sections, although the estimation of wave velocity for the corner sections is less accurate due to the curvature of the specimens and the cylindrical nature of reflected wave fronts.

The ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the surface and the first back-wall echoes, referred to as the amplitude ratio, was calculated for each specimen and plotted in Fig. 15 against the porosity content. This ratio is used here as a measure of ultrasonic attenuation due to wave scattering loss by pores, although more quantitative evaluation of attenuation characteristics requires the compensation for the beam spreading loss due to the curvature of specimens and the interface transmission loss. For the plane sections, the amplitude ratio decreases as the porosity content increases, with a steeper slope beyond the porosity level of about 2 percent. For the corner sections, the amplitude ratio also appears to decrease but more gradually with the porosity content. It is noted that the amplitude ratios for the corner sections are substantially lower than those for the plane sections, likely due to the cylindrical nature of wave fronts as clarified in the numerical simulations. As a consequence, the

Fig. 14 Variation of the estimated wave velocity with porosity content.

Fig. 15 Variation of the amplitude ratio of surface and first back-wall echoes with porosity content.
evaluation of porosity content can be performed for the corner section using echo amplitudes, but it should be based on different calibration relations between the echo amplitude and the porosity content for different curvatures of the corner.

As an additional remark, the present numerical analysis and experiments indicate the difficulty of extracting information of material property of composite corner sections when the ultrasound is incident from the inner side of the curvature. It should be noted that the present study, being meant to be of a fundamental nature, assumed the use of a non-focusing probe. The use of focusing or array probes may solve this difficulty [16] and facilitate the testing from the inner side of the corner, which is often preferable in practical situations. The numerical simulations and experimental verifications for such situations remain as a topic for future investigations.

6. Conclusion

The two-dimensional finite element simulations have been presented for ultrasonic wave propagation behavior in a corner section of CFRP laminate structure. Numerical results have been demonstrated for the transient wave field and the reflection waveform when a broadband longitudinal wave from a non-focusing flat transducer is incident from the inner or the outer side of the corner. Numerical results have shown that when the corner section is probed from its outer side, the reflection waveform appears to be qualitatively similar to that for the plane laminate irrespective of the stacking sequence, and contains information of local material property. On the other hand, when probed from the inner side of the corner, the reflection waveform is significantly affected by the stacking sequence and is difficult to interpret. Reflection measurements have also been performed for CFRP corner specimens. Qualitative features of experimental reflection waveforms have been well reproduced by the finite element simulations. The experimental results have shown that the porosity content of the corner section can be estimated using the amplitude of the back-wall echoes for the wave incidence from the outer side, when an appropriate calibration relation based on the corner curvature is used.
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Table 1  Density, thicknesses and porosity contents of specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Density (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Porosity content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corner section</td>
<td>Plane section</td>
<td>Corner section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidirectional</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-isotropic</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure legends

Fig. 1 A unidirectional CFRP layer, (a) when the fiber direction is along the y axis and (b) when the fiber direction is rotated from the y axis by angle $\theta$, and (c) a corner section of CFRP laminated structure.

Fig. 2 Finite element model for (a) a corner section and (b) a plane laminate.

Fig. 3 Snapshots of wave propagation for the plane laminate model.

Fig. 4 Computed reflection waveforms for unidirectional and quasi-isotropic laminates, (a) plane laminate, (b) corner section for the wave incidence from the inner side, and (c) corner section for the wave incidence from the outer side.

Fig. 5 Snapshots of wave propagation for the corner model when the wave is incident from the inner side.

Fig. 6 Snapshots of wave propagation for the corner model when the wave is incident from the outer side.

Fig. 7 Fabricated specimen with corner section.

Fig. 8 Cross-sections of the corner section of quasi-isotropic laminate, (a) normal specimen, (b) specimen with porosity 1.6%.

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration of reflection measurements.

Fig. 10 Measured reflection waveforms for unidirectional and quasi-isotropic laminates, (a) plane section, (b) corner section for the wave incidence from the inner side, and (c) corner section for the wave incidence from the outer side.

Fig. 11 Measured reflection waveforms for the plane section of (a) unidirectional and (b) quasi-isotropic laminates, for different porosity contents.

Fig. 12 Measured reflection waveforms for the corner section of (a) unidirectional and (b) quasi-isotropic laminates when the wave is incident from the inner side, for different porosity contents.

Fig. 13 Measured reflection waveforms for the corner section of (a) unidirectional and (b) quasi-isotropic laminates when the wave is incident from the outer side, for different porosity contents.

Fig. 14 Variation of the estimated wave velocity with porosity content.

Fig. 15 Variation of the amplitude ratio of surface and first back-wall echoes with porosity content.